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Interactions that determinecellular fate are exceedingly
complex, can take place at different levels of gene
regulation and involve a large numberof components(such
as genes, proteins). ’Wet lab’ biology has an inherent
difficulty in considering multiple componentswithin one
experimental set-up. Thus, the individual experimental
results mayreflect the behavior of a sub-system and be
missing some important information concerning
interactions with other components.Computationaltools
can help in simultaneously
analyzing
many
different pieces of biological knowledge from
different data sources. Suchtools will aid in comprehending
the wholesystem (call, organism) as a function of all
its components;
this, in turn, will facilitate discoveryof the
global patterns in genetic regulation.
The Worm
Community System (WCS) which contains extensive
knowledgefrom manydifferent sources regarding model
organism C. elegans, presents a suitable environmentfor
development of the integrated analysis tools. Here we
describe a working version of WCSand the strategies
employedfor the developmentof the global analysis tools
within the System. The present paper deals with the
construction of a highly interconnected information space
(in the context of the problem) by introducing more
sophisticated data objects representing knowledgeabout
genetic regulation. Wedescribe construction of the in-depth
objects, developmentof the analysis tools and discuss the
type of analysis feasible within such interconnectedspace.
The analysis tools will serve as an ideal environmentfor
’dry biology’ experimentation and provide a context for
’wet’ experiments.

The Worm Community

System

The Worm Community System (WCS) is
software environment that enables members to
manipulate all the knowledgeof their communityfrom
the computerin their laboratory transparently across the
national computernetwork (Schatz, 1991-92). It is part
of larger effort to build integrated science information
systems for biologists. WCSlets the user retrieve and
add to "all" the knowledge about C. elegans, a nonparasitic nematode(Wood,et al., 1988; Roberts, 1990).
The concentration thus far has been on literature,
publishing and rudimentary analysis support. Features
of WCSinclude search, display, entry, and linking to
data.

Release 1 of WCShas been running in C. elegans
labs for nearly two years and there are nowabout 25
sites, including someremotely across the Internet. WCS
release 2, a completerevision will be released during the
summer of 1993 as an X-windows package for UNIX
workstations, Macintoshes, and PCs with a front-end for
interaction and a back-endfor search.
Knowledgesupport. The literature
coverage in
WCSincludes the complete WormBreeder’s Gazette
(WBGnewsletter) as well as the abstracts from the
majority of the articles in the communitybibliography
and the abstracts from the most recent C. elegans
meetings. The search has a capability for selective
search by type or by field and for matching of text
phrases or boolean expressions. There is also a
thesaurus tool which can suggest keywords commonly
associated with a given term. References to other items
within the text can be immediately followed (e.g.
pointing to a gene name within a text will allow
retrieving additional information about a gene).
Information about genes, clones and maps is present
within WCS
and is connectedto the literature.

Analysis

environment,

wCS supports

the

beginning of an analysis environment: an exploratory
navigation across multiple sources to discover patterns
within the data and literature. For example, you can
search the lilerature for a topic of interest, follow links
to find all mentionedclones, and display all genetic (or
physical) map regions containing these clones.
combined genetic/physical map display allows easy
cross-correlation of information between genetic and
physical maps(Edgley and Riddle, 1990). There is also
a traversable full lineage tree of C. elegans allowing
follow up of the fates of individual cells during organism
differentiation. Eachcell within the lineage is associated
with information regarding cell type and timing of the
division.
Electronic publishing. A significant electronic
publishing facility is supported within WCS.One of
our major goals has been to collect and incorporate
informal knowledge within the WCScommunity. The
publishing facility provides a way to enter knowledge
directly from the user’s lab while using the system, have
newentries be as fully linked to other information as the
archival
information,
and provide selective
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dissemination, if desired. (Existing technology such as
the Internet Gopherpackage support items as flat text
not as linked objects.) Anytype of information can be
entered as a real object within the system, then
selectively published within the community.Publishing
an entered object involves specifying privacy and
editorial control: which membersof the communityare
permitted to view or change any given entry, and which
kind of quality checking should be performed on the
entry (none, moderatedlike the newsletter, curated like
the maps). For example, an item of biology data (e.g.
gene description) can be entered via a form with predefined fields. During entry, the user can check whether
other referenced objects are already defined (e.g. the clone
which contains the gene of interest). These references to
the new object can be followed immediately within the
system.
Underlying
structure
of WCS
A community system uses a particular kind of
federated heterogeneous distributed object-oriented
database, called an information space. An information
space is a set of information units and their connections
(Schatz and Caplinger, 1989; Schatz, 1991-92).
Logically, it is a single uniform graph structure,
although physically it may be composed of many
different sources of data of manydifferent types stored on
manydifferent machines in manydifferent locations
spread across a network.
Information spaces support uniform manipulation of
heterogeneous data items by transforming them into
homogeneousinformation units. The generation of an
information space begins with data already existing in
some external source. The format of this data is
administratively transformed into a canonical internal
representation called an information unit or IU. An
information unit is an encapsulated object, in the sense
of an object-oriented programminglanguage, which has
an associated set of operations to provide manipulation
capability for its particular data type. Every"database"
thus has a set of transformation routines and every "data
type" has a set of data operations. Oncethe data items
have becomeinformation units, there are a set of generic
operations available for performing on them. These
generic operations support uniform commands
at the user
level for such functions as search, display and grouping.
Eachinformation unit maybe connected to other units to
represent a semantic relationship and collections of
information units may be grouped into new composite
units. There are several levels of representation in an
information space. Data exists in the external sources
and is transformed into information within the space.
Knowledge, in the sense of community knowledge,
is represented by the different componentsof information
units. AnyIU can be annotated; a typical annotation is a
note stating someadditional feature of the encapsulated
data (e.g. this gene mayencode this function). Anytwo
IUs can have a relationship specified between them; a

typical connection is a link to another 1U supplying
additional information (e.g. this article discusses this
gene). Any collection of IUs can be grouped into
single composite IU which forms a region in the
informationspace; a typical region is a set of IUs on the
same topic (e.g. all genes coding for mechanosensory
deficiencies). Since every IU has a unique identification
within the entire space, it is possible to implementa
uniform mechanismfor forging and maintaining these
groupings, even across sources. Every IU also has
specification to provide publication control over the
sharing of the~ groupings.
Anythingaccessible rhay potentially be incorporated
into the space. That is, all data reachable via the
underlying networkfor which appropriate transformation
routines exist can reside logically within the information
space. The major generic operations built into the
system, as part of the IU class definition, are the support
for grouping. These include connection links and region
sets. Other operations, which provide support for the
uniform user commands, are implemented at the
individual subclass level (e.g. those for search and
display). The object structure of information units
enables an electronic
community system to be
extendable, with a base set of classes that can be
angmentedby specific classes for a specific community.
Sample Session
Figure 1 shows a sample session with the Worm
Community System (release 1). The session shows
both data and the literature and someof the relationship
links. The session begins with the user entering a search
for the keyword "sensory". By browsing through the
summaries of items the user selects one gene "mec-3"
and zoomsinto its description, which is displayed in
Figure 1. This description shows that mutations in the
gcne indeed make the worminsensitive to touch. From
this gene, the physical map was selected and the
interactive display of the DNAclones appeared centered
aroundthe gene of interest. Further information that can
be retrieved includes DNAsequence. Note, that each of
the items shown(literature, gene, map,sequence) comes
t, riginally from its own database, but the Worm
CommunitySystem enables navigation across all this
sources with single set of uniform commands.
Developing
analysis
tools
within
WCS
Weintend to build analysis tools to search for
patterns in genetic regulation of the cell: strategies
employed in the construction of the regulatory,
uncovering hidden interdependencies between cellular
processes, and associating the above properties with
specific motifs within DNA/RNA]protein domains.
Searchfor such patterns relies on a wealth of information
regarding an object (such as gene) within WCS.While
multi’faceted information does exist within WCS
regarding any object (such as gene) - it is dispersed
~unongdifferent bits of data and we currently haveneither
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the tools to extract this information nor the suitable
format to store it (’Landeret al., 1991).Our first priority
is to create a highly interconnected information
space in which different types of information regarding
an object itself and other related objects are extractable
and present in a format suitable for further analysis
(Schatz, 1991-92).

Interconnecting

information space

Construction
of the highly interconnected
information space will be accomplished by creating
conceptual links between different types of information
existing within WCSregarding a chosen object. We
will implementit by constructing in-depth objects with
multiple fields to accommodate various types of
information regarding the object. There are two major
issues addressed within this section: 1.) the types of
relevant information and its organization within the indepth object; and 2.) generation of tools for extracting
relevant information from WCS.Weare attempting to
make the process of interconnecting the objects within
the database general enough to accommodatedifferent
types of questions to be addressed within existing
interconnected space. However,different types of indepth objects maybe required to address different ~t of
problems, for the type of questions one wants to
analyze will define the types of interconnections
amongthe objects. Different ways of connecting objects
within an information space is essential; customconstructed interconnections amongobjects in order to
address specific problemwill be supported.
Types of relevant information;
format of indepth object
Since our primary interest is in analysis of different
aspects of interactions amonggenes and the effect of
these interactions on the cellular fate, the basic indepth objects in our implementation are genes.
There are multitudes of gene attributes that can be
extracted fromthe database and put within the field of the
gene’s object: information regarding the gene itself,
information regarding other genes involved in interaction
with the gene of interest, and information regarding the
nature of the gene-geneinteractions.
Twobasic types of information will be available
.regarding an in-depth object: unprocessed information
(which can be used in the currently existing WCS
format; this include sequences of DNA,RNAor protein,
:alleles, strains, mappositions) and processedinformation
about the gene (this includes expression, localization,
regulation, interactions with other genes, physical
properties of the product, participation in pathways,
etc.). The term ’process¢d" refers to the fact that the
information should be synthesized from the data existing
within WCS.Processed information about the gene is
viewed at two levels: general and molecular. The
molecular level deals with the properties as they are
determined by DNA/RNA/protein
sequences (Fig. 2).
Wehave attempted to construct hierarchical ordering
414 ISMB--93

of information; the top level presents most general
information, while subsequent levels have more refined
information regarding one of the aspects of the higher
level. For example, the regulation of the gene is
subdivided into two types: all genes that regulate the
gene of interest and all the genes regulated by the gene
of interest (Fig. 2). Eachof those, in turn, is subdivided
into types of regulation (activation, suppression,
maintenance,Fig. 2), each type of regulation is further
subdivided into molecular mechanisms (DNA-protein
interaction, RNA-RNA
interaction, etc.) and the level of
the control (transcriptional, post-transcriptional, etc.).
The level of control can be refined further (posttranscriptional regulation is subdivided into splicing,
polyadenilation, etc., while splicing the field itself is
refined into trans-splicing, self-splicing, alternative
splicing, etc.). It is also possible to access the specific
DNAor protein domains(on the level of sequence) that
are involvedin the regulation.
Such an in-depth approach to the information about
the gene conceptually orders the existing data. It allows
a somewhatlogical access to the data by the researcher
whomanually.searches this for in-depth objects or by an
expert whoconnects the space by filling in various fields
of the genedata (since the intention is to fill in as much
data as possible by experts in the field as an alternative
to a search of the literature,
see below). Our
implementation of this hierarchical refinement of
information should allow easy addition of new fields of
data at any of the levels as well as addition of the new
levels - should those prove necessary. For example,
little attention in the current model is given to the
properties of the structural proteins; this informationcan
be addedto the field of Structural (Fig. 3).
’Extracting
relevant information from the
WCS
Multiple bits of information existing within WCS
regarding a given gene or its product are not
necessary conceptually associated together in
the current version of the WCS- they are often reported
in the different types of journal articles due to the
different type of problemsaddressed and different aspects
of research performed. For example, one paper may
discuss assembly of gene X product within basal
membrane,the second paper mayreport on the formation
of heteromer ABand its transcription activation of the
battery of genes, amongthem gene X; and yet the third
documentmaydiscuss differential expression of gene X
as a function of alternative splicing. Often somesubtle
details regarding the gene of interest will be mentionedin
the research centered around other gene(s) or phenomena;
sometimesthe gene will be mentionedin the discussion,
whenanalogies between different systems are drawn. In
order to be able to correlate any of gene’s paramet.ers, for
example, effect of the transcriptional regulation on
alternative splicing, it is essential to havean easy access
to all types of the data regarding given gene. Howcan
we access all the wealth of information already existing
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in the literature, but is not filtered according to our
interests?
The natural tendency would be to parse all the
literature (formal and informal) and interpret all types
information required within fields of the in-depth object.
While we do intend to use basic parsing, we also want to
attempt another general strategy: to promote manual
data entry by the researchers working with given
phenomenon/gene/protein. This could be done if a
meaningful format for presenting the in-depth data and
user-friendly interfaces were developed. The majority of
the information regarding the genes is still to be
discovered and reported, so it is important to
convince researchers nowto enter it in the electronic
form (just as DNAand protein sequences are currently
submitted), so in the future we might avoid the bulk of
the text parsing and data interpretation altogether. Wedo
intend to develop simple tools for parsing te~t with
various levels of sophistication. This will be important
for early stages of the project (when we will need to
input information, before the experts get convincedabout
the usefulness of the in-depth objects). Parsing of the
full lxxty journal articles will be essential for discovering
hidden interdependencies
between "genes (or
conserve motifs within the genes) existing within the
current bodyof literature. It is especially important for
high level analogy searches using the The~urus tool
(see Analysis section). Relevant publications will
retrieved using a set of key-words;a larger set of thc keywords will be able to narrow topic of search
significantly. The retrieval will be done using an entire
body of the article (which is not commonlydone within
current databases). Fields of in-depth gene objects can be
associated with the predefined set of search key-words,
this will allow automated search and retrieval of the
relevant information. Once the relevant publication
objects are retrieved, the interpretation of the information
within them will be done manually. Wehope to define
all the fields of in-depth objects stringently, so that a
person with general training in biology (such as
undergraduatebiology students) will be able to interpret
and enter relevant data into the in-depth object fields.
Analysis of the data
Search for patterns within existing data will involve
applying a combination of specialized analysis tools
(such as sequence comparison, protein folding) to the
highly interconnected information space. Different
analysis tools will be constructed from the set ol
available basic tools, the specific combinationof basic
tools applied will be defined by the problem under
investigation. Ultimately, the integrated analysis
packagewill be sufficiently modularto allow the user to
construct a personal combination of the basic programs
to approach a specific problem. Weintend to develop
analysis tools gradually, starting from simple sequence
comparison programs called within WCSand eventually
constructing multi-step analysis tools for more
416
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sophisticated pattern searching. Wewill use existing
analysis tools (GCGpackage, Genetic ComputerGroup,
199t) for individual steps of the analysis; the scaffold
incorporating different application tools will be customwritten. Someof the fields within the in-depth gene
object themselves require an analysis performed on the
raw data (sequences); for example, finding all the
regulatory domainsin DNAand th6 proteins will require
search program like BlastX or FastA (Pearson and
Lipman, 1988) to compare the sequence of interest
against all available regulatory consensuses. Wewill
use existing tools to perform recognition of acidic,
hydrophilic, hydrophobicregions within proteins as well
as for the formation of the secondary structure in DNA,
RNAand proteins. PROSITE
dictionary (Bairoch, 1992)
along with databases such as EPD(Bucher, 1990),
pkinases (Hanks et al. 1992), TFD(Ghosh, 1990)
be incorporated
to aid in recognition
of
protein/DNA/RNA short diagnostic
motifs. The
stringency of the comparisonswithin the analysis tools
will be ’tunable’ and determinedby the user. This is an
essential point for recognizing less than perfect matches
to the knownmotifs (a feature often lacking in the
existing homologysearch tools) since the relevance of
the identified sequencewill be cross-correlated with other
parameters. Weak.sequence similarity are often avoided
for they can be misleading by implying similar functions
based on weak sequence similarity.
Our system,
however, uses sequence similarity as one of many
components of the available types of information,
since there are additional bits of data that can go into
decision about function similarity (such as timing and
hx:alization of expression, co-expression with other
known genes, etc.), weak sequence homologies can
potentially be used. The process of considering multiple
different components simultaneously (weak sequence
homologies, expression, physical properties of the
product),
in turn, may identify
a subset of
parameters that are important for diagnosis of
gene/protein functionality. Belowwe describe the type
of analysis we intend to provide using a combinationof
basic analysis tools and in-depth objects within WCS.
¯ At the very basic level, the data stored within the
in-depth gene objects can be analyzed manually. At the
manuallevel, the researcher can access data from any of
the fields of the gene object and correlate it with the
similar data of the diffcrent gene(s). Comparisonamong
genes can be performed by looking simultaneously
at several different fields of a gene object. This is
a laborious, but possible way to do manual crosscorrelations bbetween genes or gene parameters. For
example, if the researcher wants to identify any
DNA/protein sequences that may affect alternative
splicing, he could .search for all the genes in C. elegans
that exhibit an alternative splicing (by checkingthe field
splicing), then check fl)r the presence of DNA/RNA
sequences (by checking the field cis-acting DNA,RNA
sequences) commonto all or some of members of the
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alternative splicing subset. Finding theoretical
correlation between phenomenon of alternative
splicing and presence of a particular DNAsequence does
not necessarily prove functional correlations,
but presents a distinct possibility. Relevant experiments
can be performedto test the hypothesis.
¯ The above process of a manual search can be
automated, which will dramatically increase the speed of
the search and will allow simultaneous correlation
between a larger number of components. This type of
search can allow rapid correlations between unusual
combinations of the gene attributes
as well as
correlation
among large
numbers of the
parameters simultaneously.
For example, we can
look for all the genes that possess the following set of
attributes: presence of the leucine zipper domainin the
protein product (Struhl, 1989), trans-splicing of the
RNAmessage (Smith et al. 1989), expression during
larval stages L1-L2 and co-expression with any other
genes that contain upstream regulatory sequence
’CTGGTAA’.
Correlation between multiple parameters
currently requires a prolonged manualsearch through the
hugeamountof literature. It is often not feasible within
the realm of ’wet biology’. Oncethe in-depth objects and
simple analysis tools are established within WCS,
interactive search of this type will take seconds.
¯ An important part of research with the in-depth
objects will be the ability to locate all possible
regulatory motifs within the DNA/RNA/protein.
Greater
sensitivity might be reached if instead of matching an
entire sequencepresent in the databankto the sequenceof
interest, the match will be performed against a set of
known short regulatory motifs. Identifying
all
potential motifs will point to the potential levels
of regulation and interactions that may exist for
the given gene and that have not (yet) been observed
experimentally. Existence of such proposed regulation
can be tested in a ’wet lab’ environment.Increases in the
potential numberof strategies by which the gene can be
regulated will lead to more sophisticated models of
regulation and may also explain some of the already
observed, but obscure phenomena.Weintend to compile
a database with all knownregulatory domains across
organisms similar to the idea of PROSITE(Bairoch,
1992); each motif will be associated with all the
available information regarding this motif (such as
stringency of homology,potential functions, domainsit
interact with, etc.). Every sequence within WCSwill be
searchedagainst this database of reported motifs, and all
potential motifs will be recorded within gene object.
¯ In-depth gene objecLs within WCSwill present an
ideal environmentfor finding potential information about
the unknownsequence based on its similarity to the
sequence of any of the existing gene objects. Such
information as expression, function, physical properties,
etc. of the gene homologousto the sequence of interest
can hypothetically be extended to the sequence of
interest, providing someadditional infonnation about the
418 ISMB--93

sequence of interest. Thus, Ihe damfron, the project
such as ESTcan be easily and richly interpreted once the
homologyto the gene(s) within WCSis found.
¯ Another line of research that is possible within
this system is finding similarities between genes not
.necessarily
by sequence comparison, but by
matching of any subset of the gene’s attributes.
For example, the user can define similarity betweentwo
gcne products based on similarity in their cellular
localization, co-expression within sameset of cells and
possession of the hydrophobic domainin the carboxyterminal region.
¯ Regulatory network amonginteracting genes can
be constructed by recursively traversing links established
betweeninteracting genes(gene object is linked to all the
genes involved in interactions with it). This can be done
by accessing fields, Interaction with other genes, for the
gene of interest, and sub-field, Type of control (Fig. 2).
A tool that interprets this intormation and graphically
displays the resulting regulatory network can be
developed. Such regulatory networks will be detailed and
complete for they will include all the genes involved in
the interactions, will present genes removedby several
functional steps and will indicate the type of regulation
(induction, repression, maintenance). Regulatory
networks can be further abstracted to the interactions
between regulatory domainson the level on DNAJprotein
sequence (by accessing field, Domains, within
Mechanism level, Fig. 2). Comparison between
different regulatory networks can be performed when
searchingfor similar strategies in regulation.
¯ Finally,
analogies
between different
systems regarding similarity in sequences, strategies of
regulation, interactions amongfunctional domains, etc.
are frequently observedby the researcher and are brought
up within the discussion section of the publication.
Analogysearch of the literature can be done on the level
of the frequencyof the terms’ association in the text. We
are intending to use the WormThesaurus tool which is
being developedin collaboration with the researchers in
the ManagementInformation Systems (MIS) department,
to search for the co-occurence betweena given term and
all other terms within the literature.
The Worm
Thesaurus tool performs an analysis on an entire set of
the literature (or any other data) and returns the concepts
most commonlyassociated with the concept in the
query. By tuning the frequency of the terms’ association
it is possible to use the Thesaurustool as a very general
search mechanism for association
between high
level concepts that may not be obvious if only the
subset of available information is known (such as
reading only a subset of publications regarding a
gene/phenomenon). After frequency analysis has been
performed, the literature objects mentioningthe term of
interest that is associated with query term, can be tagged
and accessed by the user for further manual analysis.
High level analogies can be tested then on lower levels
by performingspecialized search of the in-depth objects

in the database. Consider the following hypothetical
example: the query is performed on the term
"heterochronic’. The term ’leucine zipper" comes up
among others that are associated
with term
’heterochronic’. The association is surprising to the
researcher and can be interpreted as heterochronic gene(s)
having a ’leucine zipper’ domain. An alternative
interpretation is that the gene(s) interacting with the
¯ heterochronic gene(s) possess "l eucine zipper’ domain.
Accessingthe tagged literature will clarify this question.
The information provided within the literature can be
nowtested on a more general level by checking all the
heterochronic genes or all the genes interacting with
heterochronic genes for the presence of the ’leucine
zipper’ domain.If indeed it is the secondpossibility (the
genes that interact with the heterochronic genes possess a
"leucine zipper’ domain, then all the genes within the
database that possess "leucine zipper’ can be tested for the
possibility of interaction with heterochronic genes. This
can be theoretically tested by checkingpattern and timing
of expression of all the "leucine zipper’ containing genes
and the heterochronic genes. Also, all the genes
containing ’leucine zipper" can be comparedto the set of
genes that are knownto interact with heterochronic genes
in search for other similar features betweenthem.
The above examplesrely on a highly interconnected
information space; presence of knowledgeand analysis
tools from manydifferent sources. Our current version
of WCSsupports rich and flexible connections among
the literature sources. Weare currently working on
integrating sequence analysis tools into WCS.
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